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ARTIST NEWS

Edgar Schilter

tjg is delighted to announce that Edgar Schilter has been selected as a finalist in the Adelaide Perry Prize for
Drawing, and acquisitive art award and one of the most significant in the country.
In its eleventh year, PLC Sydney’s Adelaide Perry Prize for Drawing received a record amount of entries. Judge
for 2016, Independent curator and writer Ms Julie Ewington selected in January the short-list of this year’s
finalists from over 600 entries.
To view more of Edgar's work please click here to visit his page on the tjg website.

Rebecca Pierce & Sally West

Both Rebecca Pierce and Sally West have been selected for the upcoming exhibition 'Artists of Mosman: 2088'.
The show opens on Saturday 11 April and runs to Sunday 3 May.
Mosman has long been a source of inspiration for artists since the late 19th century's Impressionist Artists
Camps at Balmoral and Sirius Cove. Following in this rich tradition, the Artists of Mosman exhibition brings
together the best of contemporary art practices by local resident artists in Mosman and the Friends of the
Mosman Art Gallery. This eagerly anticipated exhibition is a highlight of the community's cultural calendar.
To view more of Sally's work please click here to visit her page on the tjg website.

To view more of Rebecca's work on the tjg website please click here.

NEW WORKS

Karen Farmer

Karen Farmer has just delivered a slew of new works into the gallery. All based on her current Magpie series
these new pieces follow on from a small selection that was recently hung in the gallery, and received a wonderful
response!
To view Karen's work please click here to visit her page on the tjg website.

Katherine Wood

After waiting with baited breath for a new body of work tjg is happy to say that we have just taken delivery of 4
beautiful new Katherine Wood pieces. Following on from previous series of landscape works these moody and
emotive pieces all capture a different part of skies she has worked with in the past, but each with a life of it's
own.
To view Katherine's work please click here to visit her page on the tjg website.

UPCOMING EXHIBITION

Jenny Green & Rebecca Pierce

Next month tjg are opening our Art Month Exhibitions, two shows together with Jenny Green's 'Lets Dance' and
Rebecca Pierce's 'Split Persona - Poles Apart'.
Jenny will be showing a new body of predominately sculptural pieces, in bronze and steel, as well as a couple of
wall works. Rebecca will be exhibiting at the gallery for the first time a completely new selection of impasto
pieces which have been shown mostly in Asia for the past 10 years.
For access to the exhibitions page on the tjg website please click here.

EXHIBITIONS TO SEE
- Grayson Perry at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney.
- The Biography of Things at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art,
Melbourne.
- The Last Temptation: The Art of Ken and Julie Yonetani at The National
Gallery of Australia, Canberra.

Quote:
"I dream of painting and then I paint my dream."
Vincent van Gogh.

All the best from Bianca, Clio, Hercules, Kathleen, Rebecca, Soti and Yan
A traffic jam you will want to get stuck in …
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